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STARWORKS

This research explored how
co-design can help to address
market failure barriers preventing
technology innovation in the field
of child prosthetics. The aim was
to ensure a balance between
‘clinical pull’ and ‘technical push’
in translating research in child
prosthetics into everyday use.
Funded by the Department of
Health working in collaboration with
Devices for Dignity, the research
involved building a network of
clinicians, academics, industry
experts, and crucially, children
and families. Co-design research
methodologies were adopted to
develop a service design solution
ensuring the voices of children
and their families were central
throughout. Four parallel lines of
inquiry were established to deliver
this ambition: ‘needs assessment’,
‘proof-of-concept’, ‘meaningful
outcome measures’ and ‘learning
from other contexts’. Langley
and co-author Wheeler undertook a
needs assessment engaging
children and families nationally,
conducted through workshops,
phone calls and postal activity 
packs specifically tailored to a 
range of ages. This was then 
complemented by a series of 
one-day sandpit events in Salford, 
Bristol, London and Sheffield 
which brought key stakeholders 
together. This included children 
with prosthetic limbs, their parents, 
health care professionals from the 
NHS and private sector, academics 
from a range of institutions and 

disciplines with an
interest in prosthetic limb innovation, 
and commercial organisations. 
These ranged from those well-
established in the prosthetics 
market and medical device sector 
to ‘Fred- in-his-shed’ organisations 
with no knowledge of medical 
deviceregulation but with prototypes 
and ideas well-liked by children and
parents. Research has led to the
creation of a national StarWorks
network, national database of
children with prosthetic limbs, ten
proof-of-concept innovation projects
and the development of plans for a
Social Enterprise. The work has
been disseminated through journal
articles and conference papers,
referenced in Nature Journal
and cited by Involve (NIHR) as an
exemplar of how to undertake co-
production.

Above: co-production participants at our second innovation sandpit

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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List of outputsSTARWORKS

List of Published Outputs

A. WHEELER, Gemma , MILLS, 
Nathaniel and LANGLEY, Joe (2020). 
The Starworks Project: Annual 
Report to National Institute for 
Health Research 2017-2018. Project 
Report. Sheffield Hallam University. 
[Monograph]

Starworks 1

B. WHEELER, Gemma, MILLS, 
Nathaniel and LANGLEY, Joseph 
(2020). The Starworks Project: 
Annual Report to National Institute for 
Health Research 2018-2019. Project 
Report. Sheffield Hallam University. 
[Monograph]

C. Mills N, Wheeler G, Langley J. 
“Case study 3: The National Institute 
for Health Research (NIHR) Child 
Prosthetics Research Project”, pages 
27-37 in ‘INVOLVE (2019) Co-
production in Action: Number Two’. 
Southampton, INVOLVE. Accessed 
16-04-2020 online: https://www.invo.
org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/
Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf

Starworks 2

D. WHEELER, G, LANGLEY, 
Joe and MILLS, N (2019). Risk 
& reward: Exploring 
design’s role in measuring 
outcomes in health. Design 
Journal, 22 (sup1), 2231-2234. 
[Article]

E. LANGLEY, Joseph, WHEELER, 
Gemma, MILLS, Nathaniel and HERON, 
Nicola (2020). Starworks: Politics, Power 
and Expertise in co-producing a research, 
patient, practice and industry partnership 
for child prosthetics. In: CHRISTER, 
Kirsty, CRAIG, 
Claire and CHAMBERLAIN, Paul, 
(eds.) Design 4 Health 2020 
Proceedings. Design 4 Health, Sheffield 
Hallam University, 314-322. [Book 
Section]

F. Starworks Ambassador Network and 
Facebook group

G. Starworks Social Enterprise

https://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf 
https://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf 
https://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf 
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Outputs A and BSTARWORKS

A. The Starworks Project: Annual Report to 
National Institute for Health Research 2017-2018

B. The Starworks Project: Annual Report to 
National Institute for Health Research 2018-2019

WHEELER, Gemma, MILLS, Nathaniel and LANGLEY, Joe 
(2020). The Starworks Project: Annual Report to National 
Institute for Health Research 2017-2018. Project Report. 
Sheffield Hallam University. [Monograph]

This report was submitted to NIHR as a summary of Y1 of 
Starworks 1 and published by Sheffield Hallam University with 
permission from the NIHR in December 2020.It summarises 
the first three steps of Starworks 1: 

• Multi- stakeholder unmet needs assessment

• 4 x multi-stakeholder innovation sandpits

• Commissioning of 10 x Proof-of-Concept innovation projects

View PDF 

NIHR CHILD PROSTHETICS RESEARCH 
COLLABORATION ANNUAL REPORT 

2017-2018

1

Left: Front cover of report

WHEELER, Gemma, MILLS, Nathaniel and LANGLEY, Joseph 
(2020). The Starworks Project: Annual Report to National Institute 
for Health Research 2018-2019. Project Report. Sheffield Hallam 
University. [Monograph]

This report was submitted to NIHR as a summary of Y2 of Starworks 
1 and published by Sheffield Hallam University with permission 
from the NIHR in December 2020. It summarises the latter steps of 
Starworks 1:

• Development of the 10 Proof-of-Concept innovations with continued 
engagement of children and families 

• Continued development and growth of the Starworks network 

• Identification of specific research needs to support innovation in this 
field with a focus on the need for Meaningful Outcome Measures

View PDF

NIHR CHILD PROSTHETICS RESEARCH 
COLLABORATION ANNUAL REPORT 

2018-2019

2

Left: Front cover of report

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Langley_Joe/1_STARWORKS/OUTPUT/Starworks%20report%2017-18%20%20V5.pdf
https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Langley_Joe/1_STARWORKS/OUTPUT/Starworks%20report%2018-19%20V5.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Outputs C and DSTARWORKS

C. Case Study 3 – Co-production in Action 
Number 2. 

D. Risk & reward: Exploring design’s role in 
measuring outcomes in health. 

Mills N, Wheeler G, Langley J. “Case study 3: The National 
Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Child Prosthetics 
Research Project”, pages 27-37 in ‘INVOLVE (2019) Co-
production in Action: Number Two’. Southampton, INVOLVE. 
Accessed 16-04-2020 online: https://www.invo.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2019/11/Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf 

This publication summarises the ‘active’ co-production work 
of Starworks 1 and expresses how our creative co-design 
methods embodied and enacted the five key principles of co-
production of Health Services Research.

The publisher of this report is NIHR INVOLVE

Co-production in Action
NUMBER TWO

Left: Front cover of report

WHEELER, G, LANGLEY, Joe and MILLS, N (2019). Risk 
& reward: Exploring design’s role in measuring outcomes in 
health. Design Journal, 22 (sup1), 2231-2234. [Article] 

This peer reviewed conference paper summarises a 
conference workshop relating to the research theme of 
Outcome Measures identified towards the end of Starworks 1.

This was picked up and continued in Starworks 2, identified as 
priority by all stakeholder groups. 

Left: Front cover of report

https://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf
https://www.invo.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Co-production-in-action-No2.pdf
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/24826/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/24826/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/24826/
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Outputs E and FSTARWORKS

Above: Lorem Ipsum dolor sit amet

E. Starworks: Politics, Power and Expertise in 
co-producing a research, patient, practice and 
industry partnership for child prosthetics.

F. Starworks Ambassador Network and Facebook 
group 

LANGLEY, Joseph, WHEELER, Gemma, MILLS, 
Nathaniel and HERON, Nicola (2020). Starworks: 
Politics, Power and Expertise in co-producing a 
research, patient, practice and industry partnership 
for child prosthetics. In: CHRISTER, Kirsty, CRAIG, 
Claire and CHAMBERLAIN, Paul, (eds.) Design 4 Health 2020 
Proceedings. Design 4 Health, Sheffield Hallam University, 
314-322. [Book Section] 

An invitation to present the work at the D4H international 
conference in Amsterdam 2020 was unfortunately cancelled 
due to COVID. However this paper was published in the 
proceedings.

Left: First page of conference paper

https://www.facebook.com/starworksnetwork

This social media platform was an important output of the project. It was 
developed as a space for children with limb loss and their families to 
share experiences and ideas directly relating to innovation for prosthetics 
and other aspects of life for children with limb loss, and their families.

Its primary function is fulfilling the key principles of co-production 
such as building relations and valuing perspective and knowledge of 
stakeholders. In this specific media, we are giving a place and space 
for voices that have historically been disempowered from the innovation 
dialogue.

As part of this group we also created a special Ambassador Network 
for the children, including siblings of those with limb loss, as a way of 
recognising the value of their experiential knowledge and awarding them 
some authority to engage with clinicians, academics and innovators on 
equal terms.

Above: Home page of Facebook group

http://shura.shu.ac.uk/26511/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/26511/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/26511/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/26511/
https://www.facebook.com/starworksnetwork
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Output GSTARWORKS

G. Starworks Social Enterprise

The Starworks Network grow 
throughout starworks 1 & 2, 
increasing in both membership 
and activity. The questions of 
sustaining the network and 
its activity was a continuous 
theme. The idea of a social 
Enterprise was presented to the 
NIHR which was instrumentel 
in securing further funding for 
phase 2 of the work.

Langely subsequently undertook 
a 5 day training programme 
delivered by Dr Nicola Dickens  
in the different kinds of Social 
Enterprises, how to set them 
up and run them, securing 
community investments, 
measuring value, issuing social 
value certificates and securing 
social responsibility investments 
from industry.

Dr Dickens is an expert in Social 
enterprise’s having completed 
the very first PhD exploring 
social enterprise value and then 
gone on to advise the coalition 
government on Social Enterprise 

policy and legislation, with a 
specific emphasis on health 
related social enterprises. These 
changes were intended to make 
it easier for NHS healthcare 
professionals, who were 
previously specific barred from 
setting up health related social 
enterprises, to do so – or be part 
of social enterprises.
These changes were made to 
recognise the lack of economic 
value and incentive behind some 
health innovations that often 
prevented such innovations from 
being scaled and implemented. 
Yet they often carried social 
value. 

Progress on the social enterprise 
has been delayed due to COVID 
but the project has been granted 
6 months extension by NIHR in 
which to achieve this. A letter in 
the additional information sec-
tion, from Prof Wendy Tindale, 
overall lead for the NIHR Star-
works programme, explains our 
ambition and the COVID related 
delay. 

View PDF

https://extra.shu.ac.uk/refproject/Langley_Joe/1_STARWORKS/OUTPUT/Certificate%20Joe%20Langley.pdf
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Research processSTARWORKS

Starworks has been a long-term project spanning two rounds of funding; Starworks 1 & 2. Presented here is an 
overview of how this body of work unfolded through a variety of activities and methods in these two phases. 
Cutting across all the methods is our meta-approach to co-production using design methods and practices 
to ‘manage’ relationships, power, inclusivity etc. These wrap around and through every method and activity 
outlined below.

Starworks 1

1. Multi-stakeholder unmet needs assessment

2. Innovation Sandpits

3. Proof-of-Concept projects

Starworks 2

1. Proof-of-concept projects

2. Continued needs assessment  & prioritisation

3. Research enquiries:
 a. Activity limb evaluation
 b. Meaningful outcome measures

4. Network development:
 a. Growth & activity
 b. Children & families empowerment
 c. Sustainability – Social Enterprise   
 design

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Research processSTARWORKS

Starworks 1:

HOLIDAYS
poor leg-room
little allowance for limbs
long time seated
Limited wheelchair 
provision

Starworks is an
initiative by

Devices 4 Dignity

ACADEMIA

INDUSTRY

HOME
showering
brushing teeth
recovery time places
more responsibility
on parents.

SCHOOL
planning ahead

confidence
time limits on the limb

independence

FRIENDS
limited play time

appearances/looking cool
engaging with friends 

(painting nails)

LIMB CENTRES
long waiting times

adjustments are vital to prevent 
injury and maintain comfort

!

!

!

!
Currently the NHS bridges the gap between ACADEMIA, INDUSTRY and the 
individual living with a prosthetic.
For the first time The Starworks project created a space for all the stakeholder 
groups to learn, make and plan together. It deliberately avoided a focus on 
technology as the starting point, instead starting from the lived experiences of 
children and families with prosthetics to learn about the nuances of children's 
daily challenges, and the impact of the child's needs on parents and siblings. 
This creates a stronger 'technology pull' model, making adoption, 
commercialisation and end use far easier.

Showering

Getting
dressed

Brushing
teeth

MORNINGS: Everything takes 
longer than it should and help 
from parents is needed

...and these appointments 
take ages to organise!

Parents also have to 
take time off work to 
transport kids to the 

docs and school

Not planning 
ahead can lead 

to social 
isolation

Added
parental

strain

More 
forward 
planning 
before 
bed

YOU DON’T
KNOW WHAT 

IT’S LIKE!

Forward planning is a 
necessity. For 
example, packing 
extra socks for sports 
or after school 
activities. Reduced 
spontaneity prevents 
kids from being kids

Time off the limb after 
school means skin can 
recover, offering up 
the opportunity for 
after school activities 
and sports

Missing an appointment means 
the socket might not fit,

causing discomfort and 
sore skin...

DOCTORS: Waiting times can be very 
long, with little entertainment.
Time off school is unavoidable

Setting up the network:
This body of work was initiated in 
circumstances described in the Telegraph 
article reference in ‘Extra Information’ and 
expanded upon in output E. This describes 
the political setting of this body of work and 
the combination of top-down and bottom-
up approaches to our co-production. 
The importance of being transparent and 
visible at all stages was crucial and our 
visual design methods played a roll in this 
throughout.

Needs assessment:
Whilst a needs assessment was carried out 
for each stakeholder group shown in the 
illustration on the right, these were carried 
out by other academic or health innovation 
groups that it was strategically important to 
give a role to in the network.

Our specific focus was on the children and 
families.

We used a wide range of creative and 
visual methods working in small groups, 
travelling around the country to meet 
these small groups in facilities provided by 
the local rehab or prosthetic limb clinics. 
Outputs A-C expand on these methods 
in greater depth and our dissemination 
webinar linked to output C makes the 
explicit links with the key principles of co-
production.

Innovation sandpits and proof-of-
concept funding:
Four innovation sandpits where conciously 
held at ‘neutral’ venues: at Media City in 
Salford, @Bristol museum (now called M 
Shed), at the Wellcome Trust in London 
and at ICE Sheffield.
Outputs A-C detail these events in great 
depth and report on the numbers of 
different people that attended, the format of 
these events and the outputs. 

Examples of two visual summaries derived from the needs assessment work that were used 
as prompts and provocations in the subsequent sandpit.

These played a role as both method and dissemination, being visual representations of the 
multiple perspectives of the network that was used to broaden the views, focus and scope of 
the innovation work of all stakeholders yet also used to tell those outside the network, funders 
and other academics about the work of the network.

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Starworks 2:
Proof-of-concept projects continued:
Our role in this phase of work was to 
project manage the ten proof-of-concept 
projects and specifically ensure that the 
perspectives and children and families 
were sustained within these individual 
projects. Our fear was, that once funded, 
the academics, healthcare professionals 
and industry collaborators would ‘revert to 
type’ and begin to ignore the voices of the 
children and families. 

Continued needs assessment  & 
prioritisation:
Through the website and network events 
we continued to collect more unmet needs 
from individuals, adding them to our 
growing library. 

We began to verify these through academic 
and grey literature as well as using visual 
representations and social media to elicit 
wider feedback to establish whether these 
were idiosyncratic or widespread. Here 
the power of our growing network paid 
dividends as the collective reach of the 
individuals within it, across all stakeholder 
groups, proved extensive. 

We used this network to begin to prioritise 
these unmet needs based on responses 
from the network.

Research enquiries:
Aside from technology innovation needs 
and projects, other unanswered research 
questions arose from the network 
members. Two of these were what was the 
impact of the activity limbs funded by DoH 
and a need to develop Outcome Measures 
that were meaningful to children, families, 
healthcare professionals, academics and 
industry. 

Activity limb evaluation:
The first of these was given to our charity 
partner Limbpower to address as they had 
the vital connection with all the children 
who had received activity limbs.

Network growth and development:
A multi-channel communications strategy 
was sustained throughout the course 
of Starworks 1 & 2, reaching out to all 
stakeholder groups through email, website,  
social media, newletters, events, and 
meetings.
The development ultimately moved 
towards a social enterprise model as stated 
previously.
The model for this social enterprise is 
to be based on the stakeholder groups 
of patients & families, healthcare 
professionals, industry and academia. Each 
group is to have representation in the social 
enterprise ‘ownership’ and management 
in such a way as to build equity between 
these stakeholders into the very structure 
of the social enterprise through shared 
values, reciprocity and through a system of 
recognising all contributions including those 
not traditionally monetised. 

https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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DisseminationSTARWORKS

https://www.starworks-innovation.org.uk/ https://www.facebook.com/starworksnetwork https://twitter.com/starworks_cp 

Cochrane Training webinar: Co-Production in Action, 3rd Dec 2019

https://training.cochrane.org/resource/co-production-action

https://lab4living.org.uk/projects/plymouth-home-based-care-pathway/

https://www.starworks-innovation.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/starworksnetwork  
https://twitter.com/starworks_cp
https://training.cochrane.org/resource/co-production-action
https://lab4living.org.uk/projects/plymouth-home-based-care-pathway/
https://lab4living.org.uk/projects/plymouth-home-based-care-pathway/
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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DisseminationSTARWORKS

https://www.nature.com/articles/
d41586-018-06861-9

Hickey, G., Richards, T., & 
Sheehy, J. (2018). Co-production 
from proposal to paper. Nature, 
562(7725), 29–31. https://doi.
org/10.1038/d41586-018-06861-9

Commentary in ‘Nature’ by external 
co-production expert using 
Starworks as exemplar case study 

WHEELER, Gemma and MILLS, 
Nathaniel (2018). The Starworks 
Project: Achievements and Next 
Steps. In: International Society of 
Prosthetists and Orthotists UK MS 
Annual Scientific Meeting, Grand 
Harbour Hotel, Southampton, 
12 Oct 2018 - 13 Oct 2018. 
International Society of Prosthetists 
and Orthotists UK. (Unpublished) 
[Conference or Workshop Item]

Conference presentation 

This presentation summarised 
the first year of Starworks 1 to 
a domestic national audience of 
Prosthetists and Orthotists and 
offered the opportunity through Q&A 
for immediate audience response 
and engagement

It summarises the first three steps of 
Starworks 1:

• Multi-stakeholder unmet needs 
assessment

• 4 x multi-stakeholder innovation 
sandpits

• Commissioning of 10 x Proof-of-
Concept innovation projects 

https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06861-9 
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-018-06861-9 
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-018-06861-9
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-018-06861-9
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/23485/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/23485/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/23485/
http://shura.shu.ac.uk/23485/
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/budget/12195031/New-running-
blades-for-500-amputee-children-after-1.5million-NHS-boost-in-
2016-Budget.html

Letter from Starworks Clinicial Director stating the intention to delay 
the social enterprise launch

Telegraph article describing the governement announcement of the 
funding award and the background to the decision behind this award

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/budget/12195031/New-running-blades-for-500-amputee-children-after-1.5million-NHS-boost-in-2016-Budget.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/budget/12195031/New-running-blades-for-500-amputee-children-after-1.5million-NHS-boost-in-2016-Budget.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/budget/12195031/New-running-blades-for-500-amputee-children-after-1.5million-NHS-boost-in-2016-Budget.html
https://www.shu.ac.uk/art-design-media-research-centre
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Showering

Getting
dressed

Brushing
teeth

MORNINGS: Everything takes 
longer than it should and help 
from parents is needed

...and these appointments 
take ages to organise!

Parents also have to 
take time off work to 
transport kids to the 

docs and school

Not planning 
ahead can lead 

to social 
isolation

Added
parental

strain

More 
forward 
planning 
before 
bed

YOU DON’T
KNOW WHAT 

IT’S LIKE!

Forward planning is a 
necessity. For 
example, packing 
extra socks for sports 
or after school 
activities. Reduced 
spontaneity prevents 
kids from being kids

Time off the limb after 
school means skin can 
recover, offering up 
the opportunity for 
after school activities 
and sports

Missing an appointment means 
the socket might not fit,

causing discomfort and 
sore skin...

DOCTORS: Waiting times can be very 
long, with little entertainment.
Time off school is unavoidable
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HOLIDAYS
poor leg-room
little allowance for limbs
long time seated
Limited wheelchair 
provision

Starworks is an
initiative by

Devices 4 Dignity

ACADEMIA

INDUSTRY

HOME
showering
brushing teeth
recovery time places
more responsibility
on parents.

SCHOOL
planning ahead

confidence
time limits on the limb

independence

FRIENDS
limited play time

appearances/looking cool
engaging with friends 

(painting nails)

LIMB CENTRES
long waiting times

adjustments are vital to prevent 
injury and maintain comfort

!

!

!

!
Currently the NHS bridges the gap between ACADEMIA, INDUSTRY and the 
individual living with a prosthetic.
For the first time The Starworks project created a space for all the stakeholder 
groups to learn, make and plan together. It deliberately avoided a focus on 
technology as the starting point, instead starting from the lived experiences of 
children and families with prosthetics to learn about the nuances of children's 
daily challenges, and the impact of the child's needs on parents and siblings. 
This creates a stronger 'technology pull' model, making adoption, 
commercialisation and end use far easier.
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